Abstract. In order to solve the problem of the group decision-making of target identification, using the method of the group decision-making Based on the grey multi-attribute risk. An example illustrates the validity and efficiency of the grey multi-attribute risk group decision-making. Breaks through the limitation in previous measuring method, put forward the operation method is convenient, the more close to the troops and training practice.
Introduction
Research on the target threat identification was carried on since 70's in last century in the world. Continuously go deep into along with the information warfare theories, process several years of research and fulfillment, combine perfect various research means and method which gradually advanced have already formed more perfect theories and method.
But along with the navy equipment system construction of development and performance task category diversification, the constitute of target become also more huge quantitatively , the platform type get more and more and the command relationship of target threat identification also go into more complicatedly.
The command relationship of target threat identification
The command relationship of target threat identification can is divided into following few kinds: (1) Centralized command and Distributed execution. The intelligence station get contact only with decision layer, the decision layer deploys task and battle information to each aspect commander, and the aspect commander command a combat by oneself.
(2) Centralized command and control. The intelligence station gets contact with decision layer and every commander, commander hierarchical command and feedback in time.
(3) Coordinated command and control. Decision layer cooperate with each aspect commander and be in conjunction with action, to command branch and weapon system centralized.
(4) Distributed command and Separate synchronization execution. The decision layer deploys task, each branch combats by oneself battle.
The fourth only applies with the operational command of target threat identification under the special circumstances, and take no advisement because its limitation. Here we take the first, the second, the third command relationship of target threat identification to carry on a comparison.
The optimization to command relationship of target threat identification adopts gray risk group decision-making decision methods.
Description of the grey multi-attribute risk group decision-making method
The brief characteristics of the grey multi-attribute risk group decision-making method is that the attribute value of solution is random variable, it varies with various estate, the decision maker cannot indeed know its estate in the future, but can give various possibility estate. The decision maker give different hobby attribute value to various estate according to the own knowledge, experience and preference. 
Data processing and weight calculation here omit, the decision algorithm:
Step 1. In order to comprehensively considering the preference of decision maker, the decision matrix ( ) ( 1, 2, The solution sort according to the size of ( 1, 2,..., ) i in
 
, the greater that the optimal solution.
Target identification command process decision analysis
In this paper, three kinds of radar radiating source identification command flow are analyzed Three decision makers from the different sector 1 2 3 ,, e e e presented respectively the assessment data for each command flow, and assuming the weight vector  = (0.3,0.4,0.3). Then we determine the optimal command flow according to the above steps. Calculation process is slightly here.
(1) Let the table into the no risk decision matrix through the expected value calculation formula, get standardized no risk matrix sequence through the standardized treatment ( )( 1, 2,3) The sort of the three command flow 213 A A A , therefore the optimal command flow solution 2 A , and the optimal solution is the first command relation corresponding to the command flow.
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Conclusion
In this paper, we carry on an optimization to command relationship of target identification through gray risk group decision-making decision methods, and get its related conclusion. We give a new way to solve the similar problem, in the meantime provide a kind optimization method which of clear concept and operation easily.
